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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the noise performance and transfer in a titanium sapphire (Ti:S) laser system. This system consists of a DBR tapered diode laser, which is frequency doubled in two cascaded nonlinear crystals and used to pump the Ti:S laser oscillator. This investigation includes electrical noise characterizations of the utilized power supplies, the optical noise of the fundamental light, the second harmonic light, and finally the optical noise of the femtosecond pulses emitted by the Ti:S laser. Noise features originating from the electric power supply are evident throughout the whole transfer chain. It is demonstrated that improving the electrical noise provides an easy method for reducing the relative intensity noise (RIN) in all stages. The frequency doubled light is shown to have a higher RIN than the fundamental light. In particular, the cascaded system is seen to exhibit higher RIN than a setup with only a single nonlinear crystal. The Ti:S is shown to have a cut-off frequency around 500 kHz, which means that noise structures of the pump laser above this frequency are strongly suppressed. Finally, the majority of the Ti:S noise seems to originate from the laser itself, which partly can be explained by the effect of relaxation oscillation frequency.

Index Terms—Laser noise, Noise measurement, Nonlinear optics, Laser cavity resonators.

I. INTRODUCTION

Lasers have been of high interest for many years, both in the context of fundamental physics and for a variety of laser applications. Single-frequency lasers constitute cases of strong interest in quantum optics which have been studied in great detail [1]-[3]. The obtained understanding has also brought significant benefits for the further development of lasers with favourable noise properties, as required for many different applications [4]-[6]. While these applications are mainly within fiber-optic communication, noise is an equivalent important factor within other fields such as biomedical imaging [7]-[9]. A good understanding of how laser noise is generated and transferred does therefore not only help improve the performance of particular devices, but also to realize systems with performances close to the fundamental noise limitations.

One of these devices is the tapered diode laser [10], where the noise performance is decisive in regard to its performance in several applications. These light sources have over the last decade found a strong foothold in various applications, especially within the field of nonlinear frequency conversion. One of these nonlinear processes is the second harmonic generation (SHG) [11],[12]. This process offers an efficient method for generation of coherent light in the blue-green spectral range, where efficient, direct, and diffraction limited emission from semiconductor materials does not exist in the watt-range [13]. Such frequency converted laser systems have been used as pump sources for titanium sapphire (Ti:S) lasers and examples of their use within biophotonics imaging, in the field of retinal optical coherence tomography (OCT) and in multi photon tomography (MPT) has been reported [14]-[16].

In this study, we identify the origin of noise and the mechanisms of noise transfer in an optical system suitable for among others, biomedical imaging. This system consists of a DBR tapered diode laser, the emission of which is frequency doubled through two subsequent nonlinear crystals and then used to pump a Ti:S laser. The motivation is thus to understand the noise performance and transfer of such a system including the electrical noise of the power supplies used, the optical noise of the tapered diode laser, its frequency doubling, and finally the noise performance of the short pulses emitted by the Ti:S laser. Thus the motivation of this work is not to obtain a reduction of the laser noise, but will rather serve as a step toward understanding the relationship between the laser noise and its transfer into noise sensitive Ti:S applications.

II. LIGHT SOURCE

The setup of the investigated optical system is conceptually sketched in Fig. 1 and is very similar to the setup described in [12]. The laser is a 6 mm long distributed Bragg-reflector (DBR) tapered diode laser, consisting of an unpumped 1 mm DBR section, a 1 mm ridge waveguide (RW) followed by a 4 mm long tapered power amplifier (TPA) section, where the RW and TPA sections have separate electrical contacts. The laser emits at a wavelength of 1063 nm, with an output power of more than 10.5 W, when operated at 20°C, at a ridge
section current of 300 mA, and a taper section current of 14 A. The laser beam is collimated and passed through an optical isolator (60 dB isolation), after which the beam is focused into a nonlinear crystal for second harmonic generation. In order to increase the conversion efficiency, the frequency doubled and residual infrared light are refocused into a second nonlinear crystal. 2.8 W of diffraction limited green light is generated in this so-called cascade of nonlinear crystals. After the frequency doubling, the residual infrared light is filtered out and the frequency doubled light is collimated.

The generated green SHG light is used for pumping a Ti: S laser (Scientific from Femtolasers Production), which provides short pulses with a repetition rate of 90 MHz. This light source provides under mode-locked (ML) operation a broad emission spectrum with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about ~50 nm, indicating less than 20 fs pulse width. Such ultrashort laser pulses are ideally suited for a range of biophotonics applications, such as various forms of imaging. In order to improve the image quality, it is of paramount importance to understand and improve the noise properties of the utilized light source.

III. NOISE DETECTION SETUPS

A. Electrical noise

The motivation of this work is to characterize the noise transfer through the described optical system, and the first link in the chain of noise transfer is the electrical noise of the power supplies. This section describes the setup used for measuring the electrical amplitude noise originating from the power supplies, see Fig. 2. As described in section II, the investigated diode laser consists of a RW and a TPA section. The RW section is connected to a low current power supply (Newport 6000 injecting 300 mA) whereas the TPA section is connected to a high current power supply (Newport 5600 injecting 14 A). In the test setup, each power supply is connected to resistors which simulate the voltage drop of the diode laser. As an additional component, a low-pass filter can be introduced to filter the electrical noise of a high current power supply.

B. Optical noise

The optical intensity noise measurement setup is seen in Fig. 3. At first, the optical power of the investigated laser is adjusted using a neutral optical density filter before entering the setup. The attenuated beam is then directed at either one or both photodetectors (combined in one unit), by rotating the polarization using a λ/2 plate, before entering a polarizing beam splitter. Each beam is focused onto the active area of its photodetector using a lens with focal length f = 3 cm.

The photodiode used in this work (PDB450 – AC, Thorlabs) is a balanced amplified photodetector (BAP). It consists of two well-matched photodiodes combined with a so called “ultra-low noise”, high speed transimpedance amplifier. The BAP generates an output voltage proportional to the difference between the photocurrents in the two photodiodes, i.e. the two optical input signals. The monitor signals of the individual photodiodes are observed using an oscilloscope, while the difference (RF output) between the two photodiodes (AC...
coupled signal) is directed to the electrical SA. Overall, the BAP corresponds to a homodyne detection system, which can provide measurements of the intensity noise and of the shot noise.

When the laser beam is incident on only one of the two photodiodes, the RF output provides the amplitude noise. However, when the beam is equally split (balanced) onto each photodiode, the RF output provides an experimental measurement of the shot noise. Note that this shot noise is not the photon shot noise of the full-power laser beam, but the electron shot noise resulting from measurement of the attenuated beam. The beam is split equally between the photodiodes by rotating the λ/2 plate such, that the readout from the analyzer is at a minimum level, ensuring detection of the shot noise.

The photodiode is chosen mainly due to its wavelength coverage. It is silicon-based and specified for operation in the [320 - 1000] nm range, although it also works fine for wavelengths even up to about 1100 nm (responsivity ~0.4 A/W). This covers the infrared (IR) pump wavelength (1063 nm), its SHG (532 nm), and the Ti:S emission spectrum [700 - 900] nm. Thus it can provide noise measurements of different wavelengths with the same device, offering easier comparison between measurements. The input optical power is adjusted so that the monitor output voltage is ~1.4 V for each measurement. This value of 1.4 V is chosen as a compromise between obtaining a high signal strength and yet maintaining linearity of the detector.

The signal from the photodiode is investigated using a SA, which can measure the amplitude modulation spectrum of the photoreceiver signal. The SA used in this work (Tektronix 2753P), is capable of providing frequency scans in the range of [100 – 1.8 G] Hz, with average background levels between -110 and -150 dBm/Hz, which basically sets the minimum detectable signal. In this investigation, noise measurement scans were only performed up to 100 MHz as the photodiode has a cut-off frequency at 45 MHz at the chosen gain setting of $A_g = \frac{1}{2} \times 10^5$ V/A.

For characterizing the performance, sensitivity, and background of the noise measurement setup itself, measurements under four different conditions are compared to each other, illustrating the sources of the various background contributions and noise signatures:

A. Measurement with SA input connected only to a 50 Ω terminator.

B. Measurement with SA input connected to the BAP. The BAP is powered and set to a gain of 104 V/A, but no laser light is incident on its photodiodes.

C. As (B), but with laser light incident on both photodiodes, with equal powers.

D. As (B), but with laser light incident on only one of the photodiodes.

Measurement condition D corresponds to a measurement of the laser beam amplitude noise. Measurements A, B, and C identify the measurement limitations due to the background.

C. Reference measurement

In this section, a reference measurement is performed on a commercial solid-state laser (Coherent VERDI V5). The specified relative intensity noise (RIN) of this laser is < 0.02 % rms integrated over the interval [10 - 1M] Hz, and measurements describing its noise properties have previously been reported [17]. This characterization was performed by measuring the noise floor of the SA (A), the noise floor of the photodiode when connected to the SA (B), the balanced measurement (C) from which a measurement of the shot noise can be extracted, and finally the amplitude noise (D) of the solid-state laser, see Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4. Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the measurements of the reference laser, taken in configurations A (green), B (blue), C (red), and D (black). The areas where the black curve is above the red curve corresponds to measurements of the actual laser amplitude noise.](image-url)

It is seen that the SA has the lowest background at higher frequencies followed by the photodiode noise floor. The amplitude noise of the laser has the highest noise level, until it reaches the shot noise level, which is about 10 dB above the photodiode background. However, at lower frequencies (up to 10 kHz) the SA-, photodiode, and the balanced measurement overlap and are not clearly separated. Nevertheless, the amplitude noise level can still be observed in this frequency range, rising ~10 dB above the other levels. At 45 MHz, an increase in the background level is seen, which corresponds to the cut-off frequency of the photodiode amplifier described earlier. This measurement was done by stitching 6 frequency scans together at 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 85 kHz, 1 MHz, and at 10 MHz. The individual scans were performed with different measurement bandwidths, hence the changes in the vertical width of the individual curves at the above frequencies.

As mentioned, the solid state laser was chosen in order to compare its results with published results. By comparing the obtained amplitude noise in Fig. 4 with the results published in [17], similar noise structures are observed. In the [100 – 1k] Hz region, similar multiples of peaks are observed, however a certain noise peak at ~3 kHz is not observed in our measurement. Nevertheless, in the frequency range [100k – 1M] Hz, similar peaks are observed, corresponding to harmonics of the main peak at 108 kHz. Finally, in the range [1 - 10] MHz, the amplitude noise goes toward the shot noise.
The unit of the power spectral density (PSD) as seen in Fig. 4 is converted from dBm/Hz to dBc/Hz using the relation

\[ S_p(f) \text{ [dBc/Hz]} = 10 \log \left( \frac{U^2}{R} \cdot \frac{1}{1 \text{ mW}^{-1}} \right), \]

where \( U \) is the DC voltage that would have entered the spectrum analyzer termination \( R \) had the BAP not been AC coupled, and the factor of \( 1 \text{ mW}^{-1} \) provides a unit-less expression inside the parenthesis. The DC voltage is given by

\[ U = R(\lambda) P_{op} A_x, \]

where \( R(\lambda) \) is the wavelength responsivity [A/W], which takes into account the quantum efficiency of the detector. \( A_x \) is the transimpedance gain [V/A], and \( P_{op} \) is the average optical power at the detector [W]. The photodiode amplifier has a gain of \( A_x = \frac{1}{2} \times 10^4 \text{ V/A} \) through a 50 \( \Omega \) termination. This conversion makes it possible to normalize the PSD to the carrier (DC level), and hence compare different noise measurements performed with different wavelengths/optical powers. The RIN can then be obtained by integrating the normalized PSD over an interval \([f_1 - f_2]\) of noise frequencies to obtain a root mean square (rms) value of the RIN:

\[ \text{RIN} = \sqrt{\int_{f_1}^{f_2} S_p(f) \, df}, \]

which is often specified in percent [18]. To show the significance/contributions of the different noise, Fig. 5 shows the integrated mean squared RIN, i.e., \( \text{RIN}^2 \), of the amplitude noise and shot noise, starting at 1 MHz and going down to 100 Hz. The corresponding RIN value is 0.0056 % rms, in accordance with the value of < 0.02 % rms, specified by the manufacturer. However, it is important to note that the manufacturer specifies this value for integration from [10 - 100M] Hz, whereas the integration in Fig. 5 is only performed up to 1 MHz, since it is clear that the amplitude noise goes toward the shot noise limit around this frequency. By further integration, additional contribution from the amplifiers frequency cut-off would be added and thus provide a wrong RIN value.

Finally, Fig. 5 also shows which frequencies of the amplitude noise (Fig. 4) contribute the most to the RIN; the peaks at [300 – 1k] Hz and at [100 – 300] kHz. The reference measurement is thus in good agreement with the literature and with the specifications of the reference laser.

IV. RESULTS

In this section the results of the noise measurements of the optical system are presented. This study contains both electrical and optical noise measurements describing the noise transfer from the power supplies into the IR beam, into its SHG, and finally into the Ti:S laser.

A. Electrical noise

The first link in the chain of noise transfer is to investigate the electrical noise properties of the power supplies. As described earlier, the investigated tapered diode laser consists of a RW and a TPA section, each with separate injection current contacts.

![Fig. 6. Electrical amplitude noise and background measurements of (a) the low current power supply operated at 300 mA and (b) high current power supply operated at 14 A, with and without the low-pass filter.](image)

The RW is connected to a low current power supply (Newport 6000) operated at 300 mA. The electrical amplitude noise measurement of this power supply is seen in Fig. 6(a), however the noise was too low to be detected by our setup. As seen, the obtained measurements were very similar to the
background measurement with small deviations. To enable easy comparison of the background to the amplitude noise measurement, the DC value of the latter was also used to convert the former to a dBc/Hz scale.

The TPA section was connected to a high current power supply (Newport 5600) operated at 14 A, which in addition could be operated with a high current low-pass filter, see Section III(A). The electrical noise measurements of this power supply, with and without the low-pass filter are shown in Fig. 6(b). Multiple peaks are seen over the detection frequency range with the most evident peaks in the [100k – 2M] Hz region. The effect of the low-pass filter is also seen, with a reduction of about 10 dB in the kHz region. The amplitude of the peaks between 100 kHz and 2 MHz were also reduced, while the noise level in the [100 - 1k] Hz region was not affected by the introduction of the low-pass filter, which is in good agreement with the specifications of the filter. Nonetheless, it is important to highlight the difference between the impedance of the applied load resistor and the more complex impedance of the actual diode laser.

Finally, note that this power supply was not chosen due to its noise performance, where in comparison batteries are known to offer low noise. In fact, the noise features of this power supply are necessary to follow the noise development at the different stages, which is the aim of this study.

B. IR laser noise

The next link in the noise chain is to consider the electrooptical noise coupling by studying the IR radiation from the tapered diode laser, when operated with the before mentioned power supplies. Fig. 7 shows the optical amplitude noise of the tapered diode laser operated with and without the low-pass filter (measured at (1) in Fig. 1).

These measurements show noise structures very similar to those seen in the high current power supply measurements, see Fig. 6(b). The main peaks in the [100k – 2M] Hz region are clearly seen, and even some of the peaks in the [1 - 10] kHz region are transferred from the high current power supply. However, at higher frequencies (> 2 MHz), the electrical noise structures are no longer seen in the IR noise measurements, where the optical noise level goes toward the shot noise limit at ~2 MHz at a level of ~158 dBc/Hz. The IR light has a RIN value of 0.016 % rms integrated between [10 – 1M] Hz.

The effect of introducing the high current low-pass filter is also evident in the IR noise measurements, as the noise level in the range [10k – 1M] Hz is reduced. Surprisingly, the optical noise seems to have increased in the range [1 - 10] kHz, an effect which was not observed for the electrical noise, but the overall noise level is improved by the introduction of the low-pass filter.

C. SHG laser noise

After measuring the amplitude noise of the infrared laser emission, the next stage is to investigate the noise of the light generated by the SHG process. In this section, where the focus will be on the intensity noise of the different SHG stages, the effect of introducing the low-pass filter will not be shown for brevity, although a similar filtering effect occur. As described earlier, the investigated laser system consists of a cascade of two nonlinear crystals, in which the green laser light is generated. Fig. 8 shows noise measurements of the different stages of the SHG process (measured at (2) in Fig. 1). This includes the case where only one of the two (first or second) nonlinear crystals fulfils the phase-matching condition, as well as the case where both crystals are phase matched. Experimentally, this was done by changing the temperature set points of the individual ovens in which the nonlinear crystals were placed.

![Fig. 7: Amplitude noise of the tapered diode laser, together with the fundamental shot noise limit. The laser was operated with and without the low-pass filter connected to the high current power supply. Inset: Zoom of the “power supply” peaks.](image)

![Fig. 8: Amplitude noise of the SHG light for the cases where the light is generated from only the 1st (black), only the 2nd (red) or from both nonlinear crystals (blue). The shot noise limit (purple) is also shown for the SHG light. Inset: Zoom of the power supply peaks.](image)
phase matched than in the case of only one single phase matched crystal, as seen in the inset of Fig. 8. At lower frequencies however, there is no clear differentiation between the amplitude noises from one or two phase matched crystals.

D. IR noise and the SHG process

In this section, similar noise investigations of the SHG process were carried out, but instead of measuring the noise of the SHG light, the noise of the residual IR beam was measured (at position (3) in Fig. 1), after passing no phase matched crystals, one phase matched crystal (1st or 2nd), or after passing both phase matched crystals. The measurements are shown in Fig. 9. A similar trend of increased intensity noise in the case of two phase matched crystals is seen for the IR noise, as in the SHG noise measurement. This increase seems to be highest at lower frequencies and drops off in a 1/f manner (pink noise), while at higher frequencies, a constant increase in the noise level (white noise) can barely be distinguished.

Fig. 9. Amplitude noise of the IR beam after passing no phase matched crystals (black), after passing the 1st (red), the 2nd (blue), or both nonlinear crystals (green) while being phase matched (generating SHG light). The corresponding shot noise limit is also shown. Inset: Zoom of the power supply peaks.

E. Ti:S laser noise

The final step of the noise transfer is the Ti:S laser noise under continuous wave (CW) and ML operation, see Fig. 10, which also includes the corresponding noise of the pump source (SHG cascade). By comparing the noise of the pump source and the Ti:S, it is once again evident that the main noise features of the power supply are transferred through the optical system and are observed in the Ti:S noise.

That said, a new 'plateau' from 30 kHz up to 500 kHz is seen, which presumably originates from the relaxation oscillation frequency (ROF) of the Ti:S [17]. Finally, a new peak at 90 MHz is observed under ML operation, which corresponds to the repetition rate of the laser and is thus not actual noise. Overall the noise level is higher under ML operation compared to the CW case. Between [100 – 1M] Hz, the Ti:S has a RIN value of 0.21 % rms under CW operation, while it has 0.24 % rms under ML operation.

Fig. 10. Amplitude noise of the Ti:S laser (red) under CW (a) and ML (b) operation. The figure also includes the corresponding intensity noise of the pump source (black): SHG light generated from the cascade system. The shot noise (purple) indicated is that of the Ti:S emission.

V. DISCUSSION

The different noise stages of this investigation are summarized in Fig. 11. The electrical noise of the (high current) laser driver is transferred into the optical (IR) noise of the laser, which in our measurement became shot noise limited at around 2 MHz. However, this does not imply that the electrical noise spectra above 2 MHz are not transferred into the optical noise, as such structures will still exist in the optical noise. In fact, these structures would be resolved if the noise measurement could be performed with higher optical input powers, where the relative shot noise of the measurement would be lower. Additionally, the broad background peak at 45 MHz, arising from the cut-off frequency of the BAP’s transimpedance amplifier, conceals noise signatures with a lower spectral power, e.g. the electrical noise peak at ~40 MHz, see Fig. 11.

Overall, the observed behaviour of the SHG noise follows that of the IR noise. The SHG light has an increased noise level compared to the fundamental light, and the same applies to the remaining IR light after passing the SHG process. The increase in IR noise is to be expected as the powers of the two electromagnetic fields (IR and SHG) are correlated. Since the frequency conversion process is quadratic in the input optical
power, one would expect the relative SHG amplitude noise to be a factor of 2 (6 dB electrical) larger than that of the input IR, similar to the increase in amplitude noise observed in [19]. That said, the additional white noise in the case of two phase matched crystals is somewhat surprising and its origin is not clear.

One might think that the generated SHG light from the second crystal is incoherent with that generated from the first crystal, and that the noise contributions from the two stages are thus simply added. This is however not the case since a cascaded system increases the SHG power by constructive inference, which is based on a coherent interaction between two electromagnetic fields [12]. In addition, Fig. 12 in the Appendix shows the amplitude noise of (-1.1 W) SHG light, when generated from only the first nonlinear crystal and when generated from both (cascaded) crystals. This measurement indicates that the increased noise is due to an interaction between the two crystals, and not dependent on the generated SHG power. The exact reason for the increased noise in the cascaded system relative to the single crystal is from this investigation unclear.

The Ti:S showed up to 500 kHz a 10-20 dB increased noise level, relative to the SHG noise. According to the complex noise transfer theory [21],[22], a linear transfer of the pump source noise is expected below the ROF, followed by a second-order pole with -40 dB/decade rolloff at frequencies above the ROF. From the Ti:S noise measurements, one can deduce that the cut-off frequency of the complex noise function is around 500 kHz. This is in good agreement with the upper state lifetime of 3.2 µs in the Ti:S and also agrees well with [21]. A cut-off frequency in the kHz range is ideal for diode based pump lasers, which have ROF in the GHz range. This would provide filtering of all noise contributions of the pump laser above the ROF of the Ti:S.

Finally, it seems that the main part of the Ti:S laser noise originates from the laser itself. The ROF can be shifted toward higher frequencies by increasing the output power of the laser pump [18], which is also confirmed in Fig. 13 in the Appendix, that shows the noise of the Ti:S when pumped with the solid state laser (Coherent VERDI V5) with different pump powers. As the pump power increases, a general decrease of the Ti:S noise at low frequencies is also observed. As described in Section II, the Ti:S was pumped with 2.8 W of SHG light generated from the cascaded system. This suggests that by increasing the pump power of the Ti:S, the ROF can be increased past the cut-off frequency resulting in an overall improved noise performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have studied the noise performance and transfer through a laser system suitable for among other biomedical imaging applications. This system consists of a DBR tapered diode laser, a cascade of two nonlinear crystals for SHG, and a Ti:S laser configured to be pumped by the SHG light. This investigation includes electrical noise measurements of the power supplies as well as the optical noise of the different stages. The RIN values of these stages in the range 100 Hz – 1 MHz are summarized in Table 1.

Through this study, we have identified that the electrical noise of the low current power supply was not apparent with our noise detection setup and its effect was not noticeable in the optical noise. The main source behind the optical noise is the electrical noise of the high current power supply, which injects current into the tapered section of the laser. This is evident as the main noise peaks in the electrical noise were transferred throughout the entire optical system. The effect of introducing a high current low-pass filter was also clear, and not only the electrical but also the optical noise was reduced. This indicates that by simply using power supplies with low noise, introducing multiple electrical filters, or a combination of both could offer an easy and efficient method to improve the overall optical noise performance of a system.

While the optical noise of the tapered diode laser was below the detection shot noise limit at frequencies above 2 MHz, the SHG light had an increased noise level. This was most clear in the case of the cascaded system with white noise rising almost 3 dB above shot noise in the detected frequency range. Similarly, the noise level of the remaining IR light was increased in a similar fashion to the SHG noise.

The final link in the noise transfer chain, from the SHG pump source to the Ti:S, showed a cut-off frequency around 500 kHz, roughly equal to the ROF of the Ti:S cavity. In accordance with theory, noise features above the cut-off frequency were strongly damped. Despite the generally higher noise in the Ti:S laser, its relative noise nevertheless dropped below that of the SHG light at frequencies above 1 MHz. In addition, it seems that the majority of the Ti:S noise originates from the laser itself. However, increasing the output power of
the pump laser, results in an overall improved noise performance at both high and low frequencies.

While the ideal case would be pumping the Ti:S with a low noise pump laser, the observed results suggest that pump laser noise features above the cut-off frequency are tolerable, as such features would be filtered away. This makes diode based pump sources excellent as their ROF lies in the GHz range. In conclusion, this study serves as an investigation of the noise transfer through the described setup. It is based on a power supply with relatively high and distinct noise features, which makes it possible to follow the noise transfer at the different stages.

Fig. 12. Amplitude noise of the SHG light, when ~1.1 W of green light is generated from either 1 (1 C black) or from 2 (2 C red) phase matched crystals. The corresponding shot noise limit (purple) is also shown.

Fig. 13. Amplitude noise of the Ti:S pumped by the VERDI V5, at different pump powers. The ROF is shifted toward higher frequencies at higher pump powers. The amplitude noise for all four measurements is shot noise limited at 1 MHz. This zoom is made to emphasize on the relationship between the ROF and the green pump power.
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